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Objective 
Los$+of-controi situation during approach is 
particularly dangerous 
Aircraft is in a low-energy state (speed, altitude, 
propulsion) 
Proper energy management is crucial 
Model-predictive automated recovery system 
(MPARS): prevent unintended/premature ground 
contact during approach phase of flight 
- Automatic aggressive recovery maneuver it coll ision is 
otherwise inevitable 
- "Last-second" activation 
- Cannot interfere with proper landings 
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Automatic Recovery System 
Define aggressive recovery control commands (e.g., autopilot 
GA mode, full power and p itch up, etc.) 
Continuous prediction of altitude loss due to maneuver 
If prediction vio lates threshold, initiate recovery maneuver 
Methodology 
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Flight Path Prediction 
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Simplified, two-dimensional (longitudinal), rigid-body physics 
model of aircraft 
• 
Predicts altitude loss due to recovery command (full power, pitch 
15 degrees) 
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Safe Landing Criteria 
Aircraft within 1000 
feet of runv,ray 
Altitude threshold 
set to 0 feet 
Aircraft less than 
50 feel above 
ground level 
Protection system 
deactivated once 
criteria are satisfied 
Starting point: 
Experiments 
_ (listancel'om r1JllWi1y. 3 na"'..oc:aI miles 
- AI~ude- 1000 IHit 
_ Air speed: 135 Imots 
Successful landings 
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Deliberately fa iled approaches (Le_. short of runway) 
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Full cockpit with 
standard pilot/copilot 
controls and 
instrumentation 
PC 1: X-Plane 
PC 2: Displays 
PC 3: Simulations & 
control systems 
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- TCM + 2x C· IAAPSSo1Ok 
- MPAR S Ilig htipropu;8lon 
control o.errrde ;lgorrthmt 
PC 4: Flight path 
predictor 
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Successful Landing • 
Flight path is from right to 
" ft 
Alti tude threshold set to 50 
feetAGL 
1000 feet from runway· 
altitude threshold set to 0 
feet 
50 feet AGL: protection 
system deactivates 
Simple rules work well 
unless trying to touchdown 
at runway edge 
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Failed Approaches 
Red + magenta cases' -normal-
approach but short of runway 
Green + cyan: airspeed too low 
Blue: High speed, high sink rate 
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MPARS Limitations 
large & rapid changes in 
predicted altitude loss 
(green case) 
Flight path prediction 
refreshes once per second 
(OA·sec calculation time for 
20-sec prediction) 
Data packet losses in 
communication between 
control system and 
trajectory prediction model 
Failed Approaches 
Vanety of failed approaches to 
stress test recovery system 
All cases would have touched 
down short of runway 
Circular point denotes MPARS 
activation (no1ice throttle change) 
MPARS Limitations • 
recovery system 
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Pilot suddenly pitched dOYlfl when 
approaching stall at low AGL 
Prediction system is overwhelmed 
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Summary & Future Work 
Model-predictive automatic recovery system to 
prevent unintended ground contact 
Primary application: low-speed, low-altitude 
Automatic application of aggressive recovery 
maneuver (flight/propu lsion controls override) 
Continuous flight path prediction to ensure "Iast-
second" activation 
Ongoing & future work: 
- Forward distance prediction 
- Refine system deacLvation criteria 
- Account for uneven terrain 
- Uncertainty and robustness 
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